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The ANDI Food Scores help you make the very best food choices by ranking foods according to
their micronutrient content. The Nutritarian Handbook and ANDI Meals Scoring Guidebook explains
how consuming a diet that is abundant with "micronutrients" - Age group more slowely, live much
longer and keep maintaining youthful vigor, intelligence and productivity into your later years. will
allow you to: - prevent or reverse many chronic and life-threatening medical conditions - Achieve
and maintain a desirable weight while conquering food addictions and cravings.
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Difficult to learn in kindle version This book is filled with tables of information, and the kindle version
gets the table pasted to make them very difficult to read. Adjusting the font will not apply to tables
and images, so I have a complete pages of desk data shown on a smaller screen. I would not
recommend buying this particular publication in kindle format unless teeny tiny print doesn't bother
you. Eat to Live IS PRACTICAL I received this in my kindle under a week ago and I have ordered
the paper back and the Quick Quality recipes book currently. When I saw Dr. Fuhrman's system on
ETV I was impressed. This is simply not a diet. It makes sense. I am using it in order to get my
blood pressure in order and get off medication. My foods were pretty bland and uninteresting.
Necessary information for healthy eating WOW this book contained life changing understanding of
eating for your health. It tells if cooked is even more nutritious or if raw is. Time for a change Top
nutrition advice I have ever read. I've yet to visit a recipe within that I don't desire to try. Dr. Perfect
little book to help eat healty I've purchased 3 of Dr. Joel Fuhrman's books and I love this one the
best. It's a compact version of his other books that you could go back to again and again. God
love'm! I love it! I don't set off without this small gem. I did like that it offered dishes in the back.
Specifically it you possess an autoimmune disorder or disease. Fuhrman is normally wonderful.
nutritian He spends lots of time selling the product. However I was amazed at how small it is. I
concur! Great Book Dr. Fuhrman is fantastic. Good nutrition guidelines The book contains a whole
lot of good information and is well organized. He could cut 2/3s of the reserve out by not selling
itself. The ANDI chart is normally most helpful. It guides in finding out how to get the most "Bang for
you Buck" grocery/food smart. 6 days in and have already seen and felt outcomes, all for the
better. I really like it! A geek by all requirements but a marvelous, adorable geek that should be
Canonized for his attempts for helping cure and prevent diseases. I have tried many of the quality
recipes in the book and they are all delicious. Fuhrman isn't technically a good vegetarian (he allows
minimal consumption of organic animal items, without in fact recommending them), I discover that
more people are willing to listen about him than they are about the equally informative tight vegan
doctors (most of whom consider him one their own due to his compliment for vegan diet). So I
thought the price was a little more than it should have already been. Great buy! I have been
following the nutritarian diet for approximately a week before purchasing this reserve. Nice unwanted
effects are that I'm also losing a little pounds and sense better. This guideline helped me to prioritize
my foods far better. And the dishes are great. As a result of buying this publication, I'm eating better
and enjoying eating fruits and vegetables more. Changing from vegetarian to nutrient life-style. Great
compact size I carry this reserve (and I have most of Dr. Great purchase! Because Dr. Its all there If
anyone has the will to try this in its entirety it will work Indispensable Aid for Nutritarians This is a
very compact paperback. Interestingly, his daughter Talia Fuhrman - in her terrific book, Love Your
Body - will not allow animal products. He provides great insight into the way the body works, how
you metabolize food and how food is actually the best medication of all. I was already sold or I'd
not need bought the book. But this book has actually helped me a lot. I really like this book! It really
is so helpful for someone like me who offers diabetes. I find myself discussing it nearly everyday.
Along with Eat To Live, this publication is revolutionizing my health and fitness. Fuhrman's books) in
my purse, for quick reference in conversations about the benefits of plant-based diet. Helpful
resource It wasn’t just what I thought it had been going to be. It gets the scores for most foods
however, not all. It tells just how much, one glass, two cups. Three Stars great book Four Stars
Great book but the chapter headings' font size is usually screwed up—smaller cap for initial letter in
each term!
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